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Hybrid Sequence Networks for Unsupervised Water
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Abstract—Generating accurate estimation of water inherent op-
tical properties (IOPs) from hyperspectral images plays a signifi-
cant role in marine exploration. Traditional methods mainly adopt
bathymetric models and numerical optimization algorithms to deal
with this problem. However, these methods usually tend to simplify
the bathymetric models and lack the capability of describing the
discrepancy between reference spectrum and estimation spectrum,
resulting in a limited estimation performance. To get a more precise
result, in this work, we propose a novel network based on deep
learning to retrieve the IOPs. The proposed network, named as
IOPs estimation network (IOPE-Net), explores a hybrid sequence
structure to establish IOPs estimation module that acquires high-
dimensional nonlinear features of water body spectrums for water
IOPs estimation. Moreover, considering the insufficiency of labeled
training samples, we design a spectrum reconstruction module
combined with classical bathymetric model to train the proposed
network in an unsupervised manner. Then, aiming at further
promoting the estimation performance, a multicriterion loss is
developed as the objective function of IOPE-Net. In particular,
we construct a hierarchical multiscale sequence loss as the key
component to retain the details of original spectral information.
Thus, the discrepancy between different spectrums can be better
described by the obtained learning model. Experimental results on
both simulated and real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our method in comparison with the state-of-the-art
water IOPs retrieving methods.

Index Terms—Hierarchical multiscale sequence (HMS) loss,
hybrid sequence structure, inherent optical properties (IOPs),
unsupervised methodology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL images (HSIs) possess abundant spec-
tral information owing to its high spectral resolution [1],

[2], [6], which can be used to solve some complex problems
in a high-dimensional feature space [3], [12], [13]. Recent
years have witnessed a growing academic interest in employing
hyperspectral data to settle various intricate geoscience issues
in remote sensing field, such as hyperspectral classification [7],
[8], [14]–[16], hyperspectral target detection [4], [5], [17], [19],
and hyperspectral unmixing [20], [21].

Recently, there have been increasing efforts to introduce
HSI in marine exploration, since it contributes a lot to the
earth climate, ecosystem, and marine habitats [22], [23], [33],
[38], [40]. However, retrieving the inherent optical properties
(IOPs) of marine environment remains a challenging prob-
lem. To occupy this challenge, the common method is to con-
struct the multidimensional, nonlinear bathymetric models at
first [26], [28]–[31]. After that, the estimation of IOPs is derived
by solving above models with some numerical optimization
methods [34]–[36].

Lots of methods have been proposed to solve the bathymetric
models in recent years, which can be roughly divided into
three categories: 1) Look-up table approaches (LUTs) [40]–[42];
2) Semianalytical inversion approaches (SAAs) [37]–[39]; and
3) Empirical approaches (EPs) [44]–[47]. LUTs are the most
fundamental algorithms in this research field. These algorithms
prefer to construct a parameter table by using various com-
binations of water properties at the very beginning. Whereas,
owing to the drastic variation contained with oceans in the
world, extremely huge parameter tables are required for attain-
ing accurate estimation. These parameter tables may lead to
expensive storage space and make the solution progress time-
consuming [43].

The SAAs, retrieving marine IOPs using both bathymetric
models and empiricism, manage to estimate the magnitudes
of IOPs simultaneously. They make an underlying assumption
that high-dimensional nonlinear equations can always be found
to correlate the bathymetric model with sensor-observed spec-
trums. After that, optimization algorithms (such as Levenberg–
Marquardt method) are utilized to solve the mentioned equa-
tions. These methods are capable of finding out the solution
in a few steps. However, due to the limitation of optimization
algorithms, the estimation results can always be suboptimum.
Moreover, if SAAs are employed, numerous parameters of
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bathymetric models are supposed to be determinate beforehand,
which may be invalid in practical applications.

As for EPs, they exploit statistical learning or machine learn-
ing method to derive the marine IOPs from a large-scale hyper-
spectral water dataset. These methods hold the same idea that
ample spectral information of HSI make it possible to precisely
determine water properties. EPs can take full advantage of the
spectral information and make a tradeoff between the statistical
information and bathymetric model. Consequently, compared
with the methods mentioned earlier, EPs could probably achieve
better performance and possess superior generalization when the
training data is sufficient. However, “curse of dimensionality”
problem may blur the final results for simply employing the
whole HSI as training data. Moreover, EPs can not take account
of the correlation among adjacent spectral bands, which has
contributed a lot in other hyperspectral geoscience missions [48].
On the other hand, traditional statistical learning or machine
learning methods might not be capable of extracting the ap-
propriate high-level spectral features, which will undermine the
accuracy of retrieving result.

In this article, a novel IOPs estimation network (IOPE-Net) is
proposed to estimate the desired IOPs from HSIs. The proposed
network composes of two crucial modules: IOPs estimation
module and spectrum reconstruction module. To acquire the
discriminative spectral features and reduce the dimension of
original data, a hybrid sequence structure is developed in IOPs
estimation module. Furthermore, it is so hard to collect the
ground truths of water IOPs that few public datasets contain
the labeled training data. Taking this adverse phenomenon into
consideration, a specific spectrum reconstruction module is
designed for allowing the IOPE-Net to be trained in an unsu-
pervised manner. In addition, the classical bathymetric model
is also embedded into the spectrum reconstruction module, thus
IOPE-Net follows the same physical background as the existing
methods. Finally, we describe the reconstruction error function
with a multicriterion loss to build a more appropriate objective
function. The multicriterion loss employs mean square error
(MSE) and spectral angel (SA) loss as the basic elements. To
obtain an more accurate estimation, a new loss function named
hierarchical multiscale sequence (HMS) loss is also explored
as an indispensable part of the multicriterion loss. HMS loss
calculates the feature discrepancy in different feature scales
to further depict the differences between disparate spectrums.
In addition, the proposed method does not require any IOPs
information beforehand and possesses a better generalization
performance. The major contributions of this article are listed
as follows.

1) We introduce a novel neural network named IOPE-Net
into hyperspectral underwater research filed. The pro-
posed network explores a hybrid CNN-RNN structure for
making good use of the abundant hyperspectral informa-
tion. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that
deep learning methods are applied to retrieving the IOPs
from HSIs.

2) In order to address the insufficiency of labeled training
samples, we construct spectrum reconstruction module
with classical bathymetric model. This module make it

Fig. 1. Process of generating the reflectance spectrum from water.

possible to train IOPE-Net in an unsupervised method-
ology. In addition, with spectrum reconstruction module,
IOPE-Net is guaranteed to follow the same physical back-
ground as the existing methods.

3) To obtain a more exact IOPs estimation result in com-
plicated and changeable scene, we construct a multicri-
terion loss in this work. The proposed HMS loss is a
vital element of this multicriterion loss. Multicriterion
loss can further represent the reconstruction errors for es-
tablishing a more comprehensive objective function with
HMS loss.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we briefly review the models used in our research.
Section III introduces all the details about the proposed IOPE-
Net. In Section IV, we show the performance of our proposed
method on both simulated and real datasets. Section V concludes
this article.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we shortly introduce the general bathymetric
model developed in oceanology. Additionally, some essential
basic concepts are also defined in this section.

A. General Bathymetric Model

Hyperspectral sensor captures the reflected spectrums gener-
ated by the sunlight passing through water body. Albeit being
intuitive, the process of generating reflectance spectrum from
water body is illustrated in Fig. 1. Such process can be further di-
vided into two separate procedures: downwelling and upwelling.
First, the downwelling procedure describes how sunlight reaches
the undersurface substances through water column. At the same
time, the upwelling procedure denotes as the course of capturing
reflected spectrums by hyperspectral sensors. It is noticeable that
plenty of light attenuation occurs during the light transmission
process.

According to above description, reflectance spectrum mainly
depends on the light reflected from undersurface substances
and then the impact of water column attenuation. Specifically
speaking, the reflectance spectrum can be considered as the
linear combination of various reflectance spectrums with co-
efficients determined by water column attenuation. Then, the
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general bathymetric model is defined as

r(λ) = r∞(λ)
(
1− e−(kd(λ)+kc

u(λ))H
)

+
rB(λ)

π
e−(kd(λ)+kb

u(λ))H (1)

where r(λ) represents the sensor-observed spectrum, r∞(λ) and
rB(λ) denote as the reflectance spectrums of water column
and undersurface substances, respectively. H is the depth in-
formation of undersurface substances. Kd(λ) and Ku(λ) are
the attenuation coefficients in the downwelling and upwelling
directions, respectively. In addition, the upwelling attention
coefficient Ku(λ) can be further divided into two components
Kc

u(λ) and Kb
u(λ). More precisely, Kc

u(λ) is related to water
column and Kb

u(λ) is connected with undersurface substances.
As for undersurface substances, we may only pay attention to the
targets of interests in water body. Consequently, the undersurface
substances denote as the underwater targets in the rest of this
article.

With (1), the mechanism of general bathymetric model is clear
and distinct. However, if we would like to use this model, there
exists lots of unknown parameters required to be identified in ad-
vance. Recent research works have found that all these unknown
parameters are associated with the high-level IOPs absorption
rate a(λ) and scattering rate bb(λ) [49]. Let θ be the subsurface
solar zenith angle whose value will be collected while obtaining
hyperspectral datasets, and the relationship between a(λ), bb(λ)
and unknown parameters can be described as follows:

r∞(λ) ≈ (0.084 + 0.170u)u (2)

kcu(λ) ≈ 1.03(1 + 2.4u)0.5k (3)

kbu(λ) ≈ 1.04(1 + 5.4u)0.5k (4)

kd(λ) =
a(λ) + bb(λ)

cos θ
(5)

where

u =
bb(λ)

(a(λ) + bb(λ))
(6)

k = a(λ) + bb(λ). (7)

From (2) to (7), we can find that the unknown parameters
all highly depend on the a(λ) and bb(λ). More specifically, if
we can find out the values of a(λ) and bb(λ), all terms of the
water IOPs will be determined. Consequently, so as to retrieve
the water IOPs, in this work our dominant idea is to retrieve the
crucial parameters a(λ) and bb(λ) directly based on the spectral
features of hyperspectral data.

B. Optically Deep and Optically Shallow

As mentioned above, the depth of underwater target has a
profound impact on the sensor-observed spectrum r(λ). In other
words, rB(λ)would have less influence on r(λ)with the depth of
target gradually increasing. When the water column is too deep
to permit any light from reaching the target, the reflected light
captured by hyperspectral sensor is only the spectra scattered by

the water column. In this case, we can ignore the influence of
underwater targets and (1) will degrade into a simple form

r(λ) = r∞(λ). (8)

We denote the water body in such case as optically deep.
On the contrary, if the water column is shallow enough, the
light scattered by underwater targets will contribute to r(λ).
In this situation, the water body is denoted as the optically
shallow. Optically deep and optically shallow are two crucial
terms in our research. As the depth of target increases, the water
body will eventually turn to optically deep and the targets will
become indistinguishable from the background [43]. Optically
deep is an ideal phenomenon, which will assist us to simplify
the bathymetric model. Therefore, in remainder of this article,
we assume background pixels can ignore the impact of targets,
which is equivalent to an optically deep scenario.

III. IOPE-NET: THE WATER IOPS ESTIMATION NETWORK

In this section, we describe the proposed network for water
IOPs estimation in detail. The IOPE-Net is composed of two
imperative parts and the corresponding diagram is demonstrated
in Fig. 2.

The first part contains a IOPs estimation module, which is
used for estimating absorption rate a(λ) and scattering rate
bb(λ) from the input hyperspectral imagine concurrently. Conse-
quently, the outputs of this part are the desired IOPs estimation
results. The second part is designed for unsupervised training
methodology. In this part, a spectrum reconstruction module has
been established based on the classic bathymetric model, and we
employ it to reconstruct sensor-observed spectrum with above
IOPs estimation results. At the same time, the reconstruction
errors evaluated subsequently are utilized to adjust the weight
parameters of IOPs estimation module.

To further introduce the content of IOPE-Net, we first intro-
duce a target-free bathymetric model and describe the general
idea about how to develop the proposed network. Then, we will
show the details of IOPE-Net in rest of this section.

A. Water IOPs Estimation

The complete form of bathymetric model is described in
(1). It is commonly acknowledged that the target pixels always
occupy a tiny percent of the whole HSI [50]. Consequently, the
assumption that training data is target-free can be made while
retrieving the IOPs. As is mentioned before, the background
pixels can be regraded as optically deep and the bathymetric
model will degrade into a simple form as (8). In this situation, if
thea(λ) and bb(λ) are determined, the sensor-observed spectrum
r(λ) can be well-reconstructed [30]. According to (2)–(8), the
relationship among sensor-observed spectrum r(λ), absorption
rate a(λ), and scattering rate bb(λ) can be summarized into a
mathematical model. We denote this model as target-free model
and it will be depicted as follows:

r(λ) = r∞(λ) ≈ (0.084 + 0.170u)u (9)

u =
bb(λ)

(a(λ) + bb(λ))
. (10)
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the proposed IOPE-Net.

Obviously, the target-free model tends to simplify the water
IOPs retrieving problem by ignoring the effect of underwater
targets. Based on this model, we can reconstruct the sensor-
observed spectrum with the given absorption rate a(λ) and
scattering rate bb(λ). In other words, these high-level IOPs are
the only required components to reconstruct the sensor-observed
spectrum and the desired parameters we devote to attaining for
water IOPs retrieving. Following this standpoint, in this article,
we will estimate the a(λ) and bb(λ) from the HSIs directly for
water IOPs estimation.

Furthermore, the reconstruction error can be employed as a
criterion to measure the accuracy of estimation result. It is self-
evident that the solution, which can minimize the reconstruction
error is bound to be the optimal solution. Considering this crucial
relationship, we develop a novel IOPs estimation model, which
employs the reconstruction error as objective function. This
objective function can be optimized to seek out the optimal
solutions of a(λ) and bb(λ) simultaneously.

At the same time, inspired by the design philosophy
of generative adversarial networks (GANs), the degradation
model (8) is embedded subsequently as a discriminator. The
task of this discriminator is to assist the IOPs estimation
model in attaining a better estimation result. It also makes
our method obey the same physical background as existing
works.

B. IOPs Estimation Network

There is no doubt that the IOPs estimation network is the most
significant part of our research work for its IOPs estimation
assignment. Inspired by U-Net [53], we come up with the
perspective that an encoder–decoder form network structure can
separate the desired components from the original data. From
(9) and (10), we can know that the absorption rate and scattering
rate are the main components of the sensor-observed spectrum.
Therefore, a IOPs estimation module is developed with hybrid
one-dimension convolutional neural networks (1-D CNNs) and
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) sequence structure in an
encoder–decoder form, which is illustrated Fig. 3.

This module is considered as a predictor to tackle the si-
multaneous estimation of absorption rate and scattering rate by
separating them from the sensor-observe spectrums. Moreover,
the reason why we employ hybrid CNN–RNN sequence struc-
ture as the basic structure depends on these factors. Primarily,
1-D CNNs have been proved to achieve superior performance
in terms of dealing with sequence data sets, which are capable
of extracting middle-level, locally invariant and discriminative
features from the input spectrum [56]. However, 1-D CNNs
might be insensitive about the location information of spectral
features. Where two spectral curves have identical shape but
different phase positions would acquire similar convolution
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the proposed IOPs-estimation module.

features under 1-D CNNs. This phenomenon can bring strong
interference to IOPs estimation for two shape-approximate but
value-different spectrums will have nearly the same estimation
results.

To address this issue, we resort to the RNN blocks to dispose
feature sequences derived from previous 1-D CNN blocks with
the consideration of spectral contextual information among dif-
ferent bands. The spectral contextual information represents the
correlation between different bands in HSIs, which is helpful
for IOPs estimation by distinguishing shape-approximate spec-
trums. Then, this specific hybrid sequence structure can obtain
the remarkable spectral features and contextual information
synchronously.

According to Fig. 3, 1-D CNN block and RNN block are
basic constituents of the proposed hybrid sequence structure. A
1-D CNN block is generally composed of several stacks with
two prime parts: 1-D convolution layers and 1-D pooling layers.
In convolution layers, the input sequence data are convoluted
with various learnable filters to generate corresponding feature
sequences. Specifically, let x ∈ Rl be the input sequence and
its length is l. Assuming there exists m learnable filters at this
convolution layer, while weight wj and bias bj are frequently
referred to as the parameters of jth filter. In this way, the jth
output feature sequence of this convolution layer is defined as
follows:

yj = f (x ∗wj + bj) , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m (11)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operation and f(·) refers to the
activation functions, which are used to impose the nonlinearity
on the network.

In our work, ReLU [24] is utilized as the activation func-
tion for it possesses two remarkable advantages: robustness for
gradient vanishing and speediness for convergence. In addition,
the learnable filters are employed with a receptive field 1× 3
(which is the smallest size to capture the notion of left/right)
for reducing the amount of network parameters. As for the
1-D pooling layers, they are periodically embedded after the
convolution layers to refine the sequence features owing to the
redundant information of input sequence data. At the same time,
the amount of parameters and computational workload are also
decreased after pooling operation.

Furthermore, we insert RNN block after 1-D CNN block
for capturing the contextual information within the feature se-
quences. RNN architecture can identify the patterns and dynamic

temporal characteristics by using the information from current
input and the activation of previous hidden states concurrently.
The process of transmitting sequence information between RNN
structures can generally be considered as the update of hidden
state, which can be described as follows:

h<t> =

{
0 if t = 0
f
(
h<t−1>,x<t>

)
otherwise

(12)

and

f
(
h<t−1>,x<t>

)
= f

(
wx<t> + uh<t−1> + bh

)
(13)

where x<t> = (x1,x2, . . . ,xT ) is the current input feature
sequence. w and u are weight matrices for current input and
the activation of previous hidden state separately. bh shows the
corresponding bias vector and h<t> represents the hidden state
in tth step. Similarly, f(·) denotes the activation function and
tangent function tanh is the most popular activation function for
RNN architecture.

Due to the hidden states term, the output of RNN structure
depends on both current input and previous inputs, so that
the contextual information of sequence data can be collected
while updating hidden states. However, the performance of RNN
structure will be downgraded when the length of input sequence
is too long, owing to the vanishing gradient or exploding gradient
problems [27]. So, as to tackle this problem, long short-term
memory (LSTM) structure is introduced, which has more pa-
rameters compared with the conventional RNN structures. In
this work, the lengths of input hyperspectral curve are not too
long (all below 330) and the pooling operation can also reduce
the sequence length (finally below 83). In consequence, the van-
ishing gradient or exploding gradient problems would not take
place in most cases and conventional RNN can exhibit the similar
performance as LSTM under this situation [25]. To considerate
the number of network parameters and the complexity of dataset,
we will use the conventional RNN to deal with simulated dataset
and dispose the real datasets with LSTM.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the details of the pro-
posed hybrid sequence structure. To give a distinct explanation
of the IOPs estimation module, the flowchart of this module can
be summarized as follows.

1) First, the input hyperspectral curve is fed into the CNN
blocks of encoder to yield feature sequences.

2) Then, the RNN block of encoder receives the feature
sequences and computes the hidden states to acquire con-
textual information.

3) Subsequently, the RNN block of decoder accomplishes
the identical operation as prior step to get more contextual
information.

4) Finally, the CNN block of the decoder will apply deconvo-
lution operation (identical math operation as convolution)
on feature sequences to estimate the water IOPs.

C. Unsupervised Training Method

1) Spectrum Reconstruction Module: Following the IOPs
estimation module, a spectrum reconstruction module consisting
of several element-wise math operations layers is devised in the
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second part of IOPE-Net. The element-wise math operations
contained in this module are designed as a reconstruction func-
tion based on classical bathymetric model. Consequently, the
spectrum reconstruction module devotes to reconstructing the
sensor-observed curve with the outputs of the preceding module.
Moreover, another critical contribution of spectrum reconstruc-
tion module is allowing IOPE-Net to learn model parameters
in an unsupervised fashion. It is commonly acknowledged that
sufficient training labels are necessary for optimizing a deep
neural network [9]–[11]. Nevertheless, the training labels of
water IOPs are so difficult to collect that none of public available
datasets contain them. Owing to lacking of ground truths, an
unsupervised training method based on reconstruction error is
proposed to tackle this issue. For the sake of achieving this goal,
the sensor-observed curve is used as the input of network and
training label simultaneously. Therefore, the reconstruction er-
ror can stem from the output of spectrum reconstruction module
and sensor-observed spectrum, which is defined as

ereconstruction = L(r(λ), r(λ̂)) (14)

where r(λ) and r(λ̂) represent the sensor-observed spectrum
and the output of spectrum reconstruction module, respectively.
L(·) denotes the loss function employed in this work.

The physical essence of the reconstruction error can be in-
terrupted as the similarity between model-retrieved curve and
sensor-measured curve. Obviously, if the derived IOPs esti-
mation results are capable of minimizing the reconstruction
error, they would be deemed as the optimal solutions. In conse-
quence, we regard reconstruction error as the objective function
to adjust the parameters of neural network in IOP estimation
module, which guarantees IOPE-Net to be self-sufficient and
to fit the training datasets in an unsupervised methodology.
Moreover, with the classical bathymetric model embedded into
spectrum reconstruction module, the proposed method will fol-
low the identical physical background as existing methods. In
other words, IOPE-Net belongs to data-driven and model-driven
method at the same time. Due to the data-driven property, our
method is competent for yielding optimal IOPs estimation when
the training samples are adequate. Meanwhile, model-driven
property makes the relationship between the network topology
and performance explainable and predictable [51].

2) Loss Function of Proposed Method: In general, loss func-
tions play an important role in training the deep neural network.
To further train the proposed network, we develop a multicri-
terion loss which is a linear combination of three significantly
different loss terms. These three loss terms describe the differ-
ences between reconstructed curve and input curve in different
aspects.

First, it is generally acknowledged that MSE loss is the basic
measurement for prediction and regression problems. Conse-
quently, we use it to represent the reconstruction error in the
aspect of numerical value

LMSE = ||r(λ)− r(λ̂)||2 (15)

where r(λ) and r(λ̂) denote the input curve and the output of
spectrum reconstruction module, || · ||2 represents the l2 norm.

Owing to the favorable derivative characteristic, (15) is readily
achievable by deep learning framework.

Apart from paying attention to the similarity about numerical
value, we also place emphasis on the similarity of curve shape.
To achieve this aim, we use the SA loss to describe the spectral
similarity between r(λ̂) and r(λ). The SA loss is demonstrated
as follows:

LS =
1

π
arccos

r(λ) · r(λ̂)
‖r(λ)‖2

∥∥∥r(λ̂)
∥∥∥
2

. (16)

It is evident that the SA loss term will penalize the discrepancy
of the spectral shape. At the same time, the SA loss makes con-
tribution to accelerate the progress of finding optimal solution.
Compared with a random initial curve, it can provide a better
initial result for MSE loss to reach the global optimum easily. In
addition, the SA loss can guarantee better convergence perfor-
mance by constraining the direction of gradient and contributing
the gradient value while meeting the stationary point or local
optimum. Last but not least, to ensure different loss functions
have identical scale, the spectral loss should be divided by the
constant π to limit the value from 0 to 1 [17].

However, note that the Euclidean loss (MSE loss) is likely to
blur the final result due to the deficiency of feature details [54].
To cope with this problem, a novel detail-preserving loss named
HMS loss has been proposed. We hold the viewpoint that the
details are highly relevant to the spectral features of input
spectrums. If the spectral features can be preserved as much
as possible, the inaccuracy incurred by MSE loss will be eased
or even eliminated. Following this consideration, we design the
HMS loss to minimize the reconstructed error in spectral feature
aspect. Drawing inspiration from Siamese network [55], we
employ identical pretrained neural network as feature extractors
to get multiscale spectral features from r(λ) and r(λ̂) separately.
The HMS loss represents the Euclidean distance among the
extracted spectral features

LF =

L∑
l=1

||hl(r(λ))− hl(r(λ̂))||2 (17)

where hl(·) denotes the math operation of the lth layer in the
extractor neural network. It is worth mentioning that the spectral
discrepancies in different layers of the feature extractors have
been evaluated and the final outcome represents the sum of
these spectral discrepancies. Consequently, HMS loss calcu-
lated by (17) has taken the different scales of spectral features
into account. Besides, the pretrained weight derives from an
autoencoder [57], which possesses the identical structure as the
network proposed in IOPs estimation module. The details of the
proposed loss function are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Putting everything together, the IOPE-Net work is trained by
the following multicriterion loss:

L = LMSE + λsLS + λFLF (18)

where λS and λF are constants, which represent the weights
of LS and LF in the overall loss function respectively. Both of
these parameters are hyperparameters determined by the given
dataset.
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Fig. 4. Details of the proposed loss function.

So far, we are capable of figuring out an accurate and physical
interpretable spectral reconstruction error with the spectrum
reconstruction module and multicriterion loss. Intuitively, only
if this particular reconstruction error has been minimized can we
achieve a promising water IOPs retrieving result. Consequently,
we could tackle the estimation of water IOPs by finding out an
optimal solution for the following optimization problem:(

ŵ, b̂
)
= argmin

w,b
{LM S E(r(λ), r(λ̂))

+ λsLS(r(λ), r(λ̂)) + λFLF (r(λ), r(λ̂))} (19)

where w and b refers to the weight matrixes and bias vectors
of IOPs estimation network. Finally, a pseudocode about the
training process of IOPE-Net is given in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we accomplish several experiments on both
simulated and real hyperspectral datasets to confirm the outper-
formance of our proposed method. First of all, we introduce
the details of employed hyperspectral datasets briefly. Second,
the content of the next subsection experiment details is mainly
about evaluation criteria and parameter settings. Then, the effec-
tiveness of hybrid sequence structure and HMS loss proposed
in Section III are tested in subsection component analysis.
Finally, the experiment results and their corresponding analyses
are detailed in remainder of this section.

A. Hyperspectral Datasets

The IOPs retrieving experiments are performed on one sim-
ulated dataset and three real hyperspectral datasets. In terms of
the real hyperspectral datasets, to evaluate the performance in
different scenarios, we collect the datasets from sea, lake, and
river.

1) Simulated Dataset: This data is derived from the water
bathymetric model [30], with specific water constituent con-
centration of the turbid water mentioned in [58]. A simulated
water body spectrum is developed with above condition and
its wavelength is fixed at 400–700 nm (150 bands at 2 nm
resolution). Furthermore, a white Gaussian noise (σ = 0.01)

Algorithm 1: The Training Process of IOPE-Net.
Input: HSI X , convergence condition τ .
Output: Water IOPs estimation result.
Initialization: 1) Initialize all the weight parameters in
IOPE-Net with Kaiming initialization [18]; 2) Set
condition variable t ≥ 0;

1: while t do
2: Estimate water IOPs a(λ) and bb(λ) with IOPs

estimation module;
3: Reconstruct the sensor-observed spectrum with a(λ)

and bb(λ) via Eq. (2) to Eq. (7);
4: Calculate the reconstruction error ereconstruction

with Eq. (14) and Eq. (18);
5: if ereconstruction ≤ τ then
6: Set condition variable t ≤ 0;
7: else
8: Update w and b to minimize the Eq. (19).
9: end if

10: end while

Fig. 5. Ground truths of simulated dataset. (a) The ground truth of absorption
rate a(λ). (b) The ground truth of absorption rate bb(λ).

is carried out on the generated spectrum to create 400 similar
spectrums with a certain intraclass variability. After that, we use
these similar spectrums to construct a simulated dataset. The
ground-truth of absorption rate a(λ) and scattering rate bb(λ)
are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and (b), which can be derived by the
method mentioned in [58] readily.

2) Real Datasets: All the real datasets are captured by vari-
ous sensors in different scenes. At the same time, atmospheric
correction is implemented by the ATCOR model [59].

The first dataset was collected by the Airborne Visible Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) from a gullet in Galveston Bay,
Texas, America. The spectral ranges of this dataset are 224 bands
over 366–2495 nm at 9.5 nm resolution. We select a 342× 342
experiment chip in this dataset as the sea scenario, where the
water is optically deep (over 350 m). The AVIRIS dataset and the
corresponding experiment chip information are demonstrated in
Fig. 6.

The second dataset is a scene of Dongting Lake with the
size of 500 × 500 pixels in Yueyang City, Hunan Province,
China. It was collected by Gaofen-5 satellite with Advanced
Hyperspectral Imagery (AHSI) in 2020. The spectral resolution
is about 5 nm in visible and near-infrared band and 10 nm
in short-wave infrared band while the HSI has 330 spectral
channels covering from 400 to 2500 nm. It is worthwhile to
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Fig. 6. Detailed information of dataset Sea. (a) The panoramic picture of
dataset. (b) The experiment chip.

Fig. 7. Detailed information of dataset Lake. (a) The panoramic picture of
dataset. (b) The experiment chip.

Fig. 8. Detailed information of dataset River. (a) The panoramic picture of
dataset. (b) The experiment chip.

notice the water in lake is so turbid that sunlight can not reach
to the bottom. In other words, everywhere in this lake can be
regraded as optically deep. Similarly, a 60 × 60 testing chip is
sampled for our experiments. The detailed information of the
second dataset is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Finally, the last dataset was captured by Nano-Hyperspec and
the experiment location is Nangang River, which is the typical
river scene and locates in Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province,
China. Compared with previous datasets, this one covers a
narrow spectral range, whose wavelengths range from 400 to
1000 nm at 2.22 nm spectral resolution. Furthermore, the water
in the river is also muddy enough to be considered as optical
deep. A 180 × 180 pixels chip is sampled in our experiment,
which is showed in Fig. 8.

B. Experiment Details

To further demonstrate experiment results about our research
work, we will shortly introduce some additional information

about subsequent experiments. The evaluation criteria employed
to show the performance of different methods are exhibited
firstly. Moreover, we also list the experiment settings about all
the experiments.

1) Evaluation Criteria: To evaluate the performance of esti-
mate results, we take the relative error percentage (REP) [43] of
retrieving curve as one criterion, defined as follows:

E(r) =

L∑
l=1

∣∣∣∣
∼

rl(λ)−rl(λ)

∣∣∣∣
rl(λ)

(20)

where rl(λ̂) and rl(λ) represent the value of estimate result
and ground-truth in lth band, respectively. L denotes the total
number of wavelengths in testing data. Compared with other
distance-based metrics, REP takes the scale information into
consideration to provide a more comprehensive comparison
result. Moreover, the REP can always be a positive value which
is in favor of the accumulation operation.

It is worth noting that, for simulated data, we can get the
ground-truth of IOP spectrums [a(λ) and bb(λ)] easily following
the methods mentioned in [58]. Consequently, we calculate the
REP on both IOP spectrums and sensor-observed spectrums to
quantify the estimation error.

As for the real datasets, we could use the same criterion to
evaluate the final result as simulated data in an ideal world.
Unfortunately, there is no public available data containing the
ground-truth of IOP curves. We have no choice but to compute
the REP only on sensor-observed spectrums for real datasets.
However, to assess the performance on real data more preferably,
how the accuracy of estimation results affects subsequent target
detection task is regarded as another objective criterion for real
datasets. To achieve this goal, several pseudounderwater targets
conducted by the way proposed in [52] are embedded into real
datasets as underwater targets. The ground truth information of
pseudotargets in different datasets are shown in Fig. 11(a) and
(b). Then, in order to evaluate performance of targets detection,
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and the area
under ROC curves (AUC) are utilized as another two criteria.

2) Experiment Settings: For all the datasets, 70 % of the pixels
are set aside to conduct training set and the rest are used for
evaluating the performance of proposed method. To demonstrate
the superiority of the proposed method, it is compared with the
following existing research methods: 1) SAA [43]; 2) LUT [40];
and 3) EP [44]. For all the testing methods, they are carried out
on identical datasets, which have been preprocessed to elimi-
nate the influence of environment factors (such as atmospheric
scattering). In the case of LUT, only with a good initial point
can it find out a rational solution. However, there is little prior
information about the IOPs of real datasets. Considering the
fact that SAAs and LUTs are identical perspective solved by
different optimization algorithms, we finally use the solutions
of SAAs as the initial points for LUTs. Additionally, to evaluate
the detection performance on real datasets, classical land-based
detection methods constrained energy minimization (CEM) and
Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF) are employed as detectors for
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Fig. 9. Estimation results of compared methods on the simulated data set. (a) Curves of sensor-observed reflectance r(λ), (b) Curves of absorption rate a(λ), (c)
Curves of scattering rate bb(λ).

Fig. 10. REPs results of sensor-observed reflectance r(λ) for the real datasets. (a) The Sea scenario. (b) The River scenario. (c) The Lake scenario.

Fig. 11. Underwater target detection results of compared methods for the real data sets. (a) Color composites of Sea, River and Lake scenarios. (b) Reference
map. (c) CEM. (d) IOPE-Net+CEM. (e) SAA+CEM. (f) LUT+CEM. (g) EP+CEM. The best performances are highlighted with red.
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TABLE I
EXHAUSTIVE INFORMATION OF TESTING NEURAL

NETWORK STRUCTURES

TABLE II
REPS OF SENSOR-OBSERVED SPECTRUMS FOR DIFFERENT NETWORK

STRUCTURES

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

subsequent high-level target detection task. Finally, all the exper-
iments are implemented with an Intel(R) Core (TM) i9-10920X
CPU machine with 64 GB of RAM. And all the testing methods
are performed on a system running Python 3.8.5 and Pytorch
1.7.0.

C. Component Analysis

In this section, we will carry out some extra tests to confirm
that the perspectives proposed in previous sections are valid for
the IOPE-Net.

1) Effectiveness Evaluation of Hybrid Sequence Structure:
To further verify the validity of hybrid sequence structure,
three different kinds of network structures are constructed. The
first one is a simple multilayer perceptron (MLP) composing
of three fully connected layers, which can be considered as
the baseline. The second structure consists of three 1-D CNN
layers with receptive field 1× 3. As for the last structure, it
merely adds a RNN layer at the subsequence of 1-D CNN layers
compared with the second one. The exhaustive information of
these network structures is shown in Table I. The network layers
are denoted as “{structure type} <receptive field size > − <
number of channels> .′′ Three different structures are tested
on all the datasets and the REPs of sensor-observed spectrums
are employed as the criterion. The corresponding experimental
results are listed in Table II.

Apparently, the performance of hybrid sequence structure sur-
passes other two structures on all the datasets. But it is noticeable
that the performance gap between hybrid sequence structure and
1-D CNN based structure is not so distinct. In addition, compared
with 1-D CNN based structure, hybrid sequence structure has
more parameters and requires a better computation capability.
The decision on selecting these two different structure is de-
termined by a tradeoff between performance and efficiency. To

TABLE III
REPS OF SENSOR-OBSERVED SPECTRUMS AND TRAINING TIME FOR

EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF HMS LOSS

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

better evaluate the performance of proposed network, the hybrid
sequence network structure is adopted in our experiments.

2) Effectiveness Evaluation of HMS Loss: To demonstrate
whether HMS loss contributes to the estimation results, the
proposed model trained without it is also implemented on all
the datasets. Two criteria, REPs and training time, are utilized
in this comparative experiment, and Table III shows the detailed
results. The characters (Y and N) in parentheses imply whether
the objective function contains HMS loss.

From the last two columns in Table III, we can draw the
conclusion that HMS loss will make the proposed method
more time-consuming. But this negative influence is so slight
that it can be ignored in practical application. In terms of the
estimation performance, HMS loss has significantly promoted
the estimation accuracy in real datasets (raised at least 40 %).
This result confirms that HMS is helpful while employing the
IOPE-Net to cope with real datasets. However, HMS loss has
negative impact on simulated dataset for REPs and training time
simultaneously. The reason accounted for this phenomenon is
that the spectrums in simulated dataset seldom contain intricate
features. Consequently, the MSE and SA loss are adequate to
depict the characteristics of these simple spectrums. Under this
condition, HMS loss might make IOPE-Net overfitting instead
of promoting its estimation performance. Taken together, HMS
loss can contribute to the IOPE-Net in real scenarios but blur the
performance in simulated dataset. Following this conclusion,
we will only apply HMS loss to real datasets in subsequent
experiments.

D. IOPs Estimation Performance

In the section, the performance of the proposed IOPE-Net is
evaluated, summarized, and analyzed. Besides, the comparisons
with prevalent IOPs retrieving methods SAA, LUT, and EP are
also implemented both on the simulated dataset and the real
datasets.

1) Performance on Simulated Dataset: For the simulated
dataset, the reference curves and estimation curves are illustrated
in Fig. 9. According to visual judgement, apart from the curves
of scattering rate bb(λ), it is hard to determine which algorithm
achieves the best performance. That is to say, owing to the
simplicity of the simulated dataset, all the testing methods can
acquire an excellent solution. For the quantitative analysis of the
compared methods, the REP is regarded as the criterion and the
corresponding result is shown in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
REP RESULTS OF SENSOR-OBSERVED REFLECTANCE, ABSORPTION RATE,

SCATTERING RATE ON SIMULATED DATASET

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

Excepted for the absorption rate a(λ) and backscatter rate
bb(λ), our proposed method outperforms SAA, LUT and EP.
However, the IOPE-Net can only achieve the suboptimum per-
formance in terms of a(λ) and bb(λ). After analyzing the es-
timation results minutely, two dominant reasons are presented
to account for this phenomenon. On the one hand, the samples
in simulated data are too simple to contain the deep sequence
features. On the other hand, the distribution of training data is
biased since the intraclass variability of simulated dataset is inad-
equate. Hence, the deep learning based methods can not achieve
superior performance in this situation. But it is worth mentioning
that only with a favorable initial point can the traditional methods
attain an ideal result [43]. As for the IOPE-Net, it requires none
of prior information but can acquire the substantially identical
performance as the traditional methods. This justifies that the
IOPE-Net can exhibit excellent estimation performance with
better practicality for simulated dataset.

2) Performance on Real Datasets: For real datasets, the REPs
of sensor-observed spectrum r(λ) and the performances on
high-level detection task are evaluated to exhibit the validity
of IOPE-Net. First, the ground truths and estimation results of
sensor-observed spectrum are illustrated in Fig. 10. According
to visual analysis, we can draw the conclusion that estimation
results derived by the IOPE-Net fit better with the corresponding
reference spectrums compared with other traditional methods.
Moreover, when the training data is complex (such as the sea sce-
nario), traditional methods may fail to represent the variability
of input spectrums and can merely product simple and smooth
estimation results.

Owing to the hybrid sequence structure and HMS loss, IOPE-
Net can preserve the features of input spectrums regardless of the
complexity of dataset. Therefore, the performance gaps between
IOPE-Net and traditional methods are magnified as the water
environment becomes more complicated in real data sets. This
phenomenon can convincingly justify that our proposed method
possesses better estimation and generalization performances in
realistic scenes.

To further explore the performance gaps among different
methods, a detailed numerical analysis of retrieving results is
demonstrated in Table V. Similarly, in terms of REPs, our
proposed method achieves the best performance among all the
compared methods. And the performance difference reflected in
quantitative results is more distinct that the REP of IOPE-Net
is only one-tenth of the suboptimum method. Not surprisingly,

TABLE V
REP RESULTS OF SENSOR-OBSERVED REFLECTANCE r(λ) FOR ALL THE

COMPARED METHODS ON REAL DATASETS

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

the LUT and SAA achieve similar performance for sharing
the identical initial points. Although the REPs results indicate
that LUT outperforms SAA on the average performance, it is
hard to determine which algorithm is better. Obviously, without
employing the results of SAA as initial points, LUT may spend
plenty of time (a day even longer) to seek out the optimal
solution. At the worst, LUT may fail to find out a rational result
after costing lots of time.

Unfortunately, we can not simply pick out the optimal method
based on criterion REPs for lacking the ground truths of IOPs.
The smaller REPs of sensor-observed spectrum r(λ) merely
prove that IOPs derived from algorithms are one set of parame-
ters, which can reconstruct the target curves well. That is to say,
the results figured out by traditional algorithms or IOPE-Net
are feasible solutions instead of unique Solutions. Intuitively,
if the estimation results can contribute to the performance of
subsequent detection tasks, the corresponding algorithm is of
great usage in practical scenes and the estimation result is close
to the unique solution. Consequently, two classical land-based
detection algorithms are modified by the estimation results of
compared methods. The perspective to coalesce detection al-
gorithms and compared methods is predicting what detection
target would look like in the given body of water with (1) and
estimation IOPs. Then, the influence of water body is removed
and the detection method can achieve a better performance.

For all the real datasets, the corresponding maps such as
ground truths and detection results are illustrated in Figs. 11
and 12. As expected, the detection results based on IOPE-Net
product the slightest visual difference with reference maps. To
put this in another way, the IOPs stemming from IOPE-Net make
the greatest contribution to detection task in vision. Furthermore,
in comparison with traditional methods, our method has signif-
icantly highlighted the desired targets and suppressed the back-
ground (water body pixels) in detection maps. This phenomenon
indicates the IOPs estimation result of our proposed method has
effectively remove the influence of water body.

In order to analyze the detection performance qualitatively,
the ROC curves of false positive rate and true positive rate are
plotted in Figs. 13 and 14. It is obvious that our method remains
over the existing methods SAA, LUT, and EP for all the datasets.
This confirms the IOPE-Net generates more positive influence
on detection algorithms with the estimated IOPs result. At the
same time, compared with using CEM or MF to detect underwa-
ter targets directly, the combination of IOPE-Net and land-based
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Fig. 12. Underwater target detection results of compared methods for the real data sets. (a) Color composites of Sea, River and Lake scenarios. (b) Reference
map. (c) MF. (d) IOPE-Net+MF. (e) SAA+MF. (f) LUT+MF. (g) EP+MF. The best performances are highlighted with red.

Fig. 13. ROC curves for CEM target detection method on (a) Sea dataset. (b) River dataset. (c) Lake dataset.

Fig. 14. ROC curves for MF target detection method on (a) Sea dataset. (b) River dataset. (c) Lake dataset.
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TABLE VI
AUC VALUES OF UNDERWATER TARGET DETECTION RESULTS FOR ALL THE

COMPARED METHODS WITH CEM ON REAL DATA SETS

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

TABLE VII
AUC VALUES OF UNDERWATER TARGET DETECTION RESULTS FOR ALL THE

COMPARED METHODS WITH MF ON REAL DATA SETS

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME (IN SECONDS) OF THE

COMPARED METHODS

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

detection can achieve a prominent improvement on detection
performance. This exciting result indicates that IOPE-Net can be
applied to tackle the issues existing in hyperspectral underwater
target detection research work.

Furthermore, for depicting the detection results in a quantita-
tive way, the AUC scores of plotted ROC curves are calculated in
Tables VI and VII. Notably, the IOPE-Net demonstrates the best
performance among all the testing methods once again. With
the assistance of IOPE-Net, the average AUC of the MF and
CEM are 0.8444 and 0.85, respectively, while the baselines are
only 0.5065 and 0.5417. In addition, the execution time of each
method is also evaluated as another metric to provide quantita-
tive analysis which are shown in Table VIII. All the compared
methods have been conducted on the experimental conditions
mentioned in the section Experiment Settings. Obviously, for
a learning-based method, it will spend plenty of time on the
training process. Therefore, we only record the running time of
testing stage after the developed model has been well fitted. From
Table VIII, we can find that the SAA method can achieve best
performance in efficient evaluation, while IOPE-Net surpasses

TABLE IX
STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF THE REP RESULTS FOR METHOD ANALYSIS

Fig. 15. REP results of sensor-observed reflectance r(λ) for IOPE-Net on
simulated data under different noisy conditions.

the EP method and LUT method. The reason accounting for
this result is that SAA has simplified the bathymetric model
during the water IOPs retrieving process, which can contribute
to the computing speed but undermine the estimation accuracy.
As for our proposed method, IOPE-Net is capable of achieving
an excellent retrieving result with a tolerable time consuming.
Considering every aspect of the experiment result, we can finally
come to the conclusion that IOPE-Net can achieve superior
performance in promoting the detection capability of land-based
algorithms for all the real datasets.

E. Method Analysis

In this section, some analyses about the characteristics of
IOPE-Net are demonstrated. Apparently, robustness and stabil-
ity are the essential qualities of an excellent method. Therefore,
we tend to evaluate whether the proposed method can achieve
a satisfied performance under a certain degree of the environ-
mental interference. Noise, the most common environmental
interference, is convenient to be imposed on the training datasets.
In our experiments, we employ the multivariate white Gaussian
noise (MWGN) to test the robustness and stability of IOPE-Net,
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Fig. 16. REP results of sensor-observed reflectance r(λ) for IOPE-Net on sea
data under different noisy conditions.

Fig. 17. REP results of sensor-observed reflectance r(λ) for IOPE-Net on
river data under different noisy conditions.

which can be depicted as follows:

n(λ) =
1√
2πσ

exp

(
− (λ − μ)2

2σ2

)
(21)

whereμ andσ represent the mean vector and covariance matrix,
respectively. For simplicity, the statistical parameters of n(λ)
are set to be identical in different bands. Then, the mean value μ
and covariance value σ are the main variables for this MWGN,
which are sampled from the range 0–1 with step 0.2 and the range
0–0.5 with step 0.1. After that, corresponding noises are added
to hyperspectral datasets to generate new training and testing
samples. We employ the REPs of sensor-observed spectrum r(λ)
as metric to validate the performances of IOPE-Net for disposing

Fig. 18. REP results of sensor-observed reflectance r(λ) for IOPE-Net on lake
data under different noisy conditions.

all the datasets and the associated results have been illustrated
in Figs. 15–18.

It is effortless to find that the parameter covariance value
seems to impose more effect on the IOPs estimation result
compared with mean value. According to the visual judgement,
the MGWN would not bring dramatic change to the retrieving
performance of the IOPE-Net, which indicates that our method
can conquer the interference of environmental noises. So, as
to acquire a quantitative analysis, some statistical information
of the REP results is listed in Table IX. Integrating the results
demonstrated in Table IV, V, and IX, we can draw the conclusion
that IOPE-Net still outperforms other compared methods even
if the datasets have been interfered by MWGN. In summary,
the IOPE-Net is a stable and robust water IOPs estimation
method, which may have preferable generalization performance
and adaptive capacity in practical application.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a novel neural network named IOPE-Net based
on deep learning is proposed to retrieve IOPs of water body
for HSIs. It contains three meaningful contributions: hybrid
sequence structure, spectrum reconstruction module, and multi-
criterion loss. In hybrid sequence structure, we employ 1-D CNN
and RNN blocks to construct a specific network structure as pre-
dictor to estimate the IOPs of a given hyperspectral water image.
The corresponding supplementary tests have demonstrated this
structure can achieve better performance. Then, to tackle the
issue of lacking labeled training samples, we design a spectrum
reconstruction module with bathymetric model to guarantee
the IOPE-Net can be trained in an unsupervised methodology.
With this spectrum reconstruction module, our proposed method
attains better generalization capacity and follows the identical
physical background as the existing methods.
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As for multicriterion, it is a combination of different loss
terms, which aims at constructing a more comprehensive ob-
jective function for IOPE-Net. In addition, HMS loss is the
most significant component of multicriterion among different
loss terms. A pretrained Siamese network is used in HMS
loss to calculate the difference between reference curve and
reconstruction curve. Taking the discrepancy of different spec-
tral feature scales into consideration, we compute the sum of
spectral feature loss in different layers as the final HMS loss.
Experiments accomplished on both simulated and real datasets
all indicate that IOPE-Net is superior to the compared methods.
The outperformance of our method validates the significance
of overcoming the challenges with deep learning methods in
hyperspectral underwater research field.
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